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ABSTRACT

In this thesis we compute the BP<1> cohomology of BP<n>. 

This is done by contrasting the two different associated gradeds 

for BP<l>*BP<n> provided by the Adams spectral sequence and 

the universal coefficient spectral sequence to prove that 

both spectral sequences collapse to their E2 terms. The same 

technique is used to provide a splitting of BP<l>ABP<n> and to 

prove a proposition crucial to the proof that holim^ P kABP<2> 

splits as a product of suspensions of BP<l>'s. The results 

for BP<1>*BP<2> are used to construct generalized Brown-Gitler 

spectra over BP<2>.
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CHAPTER 1. INTRODUCTION

In [Ba] N. Baas, using an idea of D. Sullivan CSul] used 

cobordism of manifolds with singularities to construct, (for each 

prime p and nonnegative integer n) certain p-local spectra BP<n> . 

They were constructed to have it „BP<n> = 2 ^ ':vlt...vn] and

H*(BP<n>:F )= A0_,„ _ ,F , where the Q. are the Milnor elements
P E[Q0 * • • -Q^ P 1

in the Steenrod algebra A. These isomorphisms come from compatible 

maps BP ■* BP<n> ■* HF^ which give it #BP<n>as a quotient module of

n „BP and HFp*BP<n> as a quotient module of A. With just this much

knowledge of BP<n>, much can be done to compute BP<n>„X and BP<n>*X 

via the Adams spectral sequences

E«tE[V Q 1. . . . V [H-X- V  = *  SP<"’-X

BP<n>*X.

The next thing one would wish to know about the BP<n> is 

whether or not they are ring spectra. This took a long time to 

settle. In 1976, in [SY], Shimada and Yagita proved the 

existence of an external multiplication, BP<n>AX*BP<n>AY -» BP<n>AX/vY 

which may not be commutative when p=2, but this is not sufficient 

to establish that BP<n> is a ring spectrum. In 1979 in [Mo],

Morava, using the results of [SY], settled the question for primes 

larger than three. Finally in 1984 in [Ravi].Ravenel, using
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results of Yosimura [Y], settled the question for all primes, 

namely BP<n> is an associative a- i  commutative (if p>2) ring 

spectrum.
I

S i * t c  H*BP<n> splits as a module over E  L ( H > i . .  . , 0 * 3  r E**'

( Li- ̂ *3 ) tiviS leads oneto suspect that this splitting can

be realized by a splitting of BP<n>ABP<m>.
In [Mahl], Mahowald gave a splitting of boAbo. In 

[K], Kane used Mahowald’s methods to split BP<1>a BP<1> for 

p an odd prime. Their splittings used spaces BP<0> which 

they constructed and which later ([GJM]) came to be considered 

generalized Brown-Gitler spectra over BP<0> since H*BP<0> =

A/(A-(8}uA<{X8ePJ|e»0 or 1, j>k}) while H*BP<0> - A/A*{6) and the 

cohomology of the original Brown-Gitler spectra were H*Bk «

A/A*(X(6eP^)|£“0 or 1, j>k}. Mahowald used the boAbo splitting to 

get information about Vj periodicity of spheres out of his bo based

analogue to the Adams spectral sequence. Kane used it to 

construct operations with which he proved that for p odd and 

HZ(P)*X torsion free- if pPS acts trivially on HFp*X then so

does Pn when nip5. Lellmannin CLe] used the splitting to 

determine BP<1>*BP<1>.

We reverse the order of Lei lman/\)paper and first compute 

BP<l>*BP<n> in chapter five and then provide a splitting of 

BP<l>ABP<n> in chapter six. As preparation for these results the 

second chapter of this thesis gives a splitting of H*BP<m>ABP<n> 

as a module over the Steenrod algebra and a splitting of
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BP<0>ABP<n> as background for the kinds of things that should 

happen in the general case. The third chapter reviews the 

computation of the E* module structure of H*BP<n> and Ext
E1

computations culminating in the computation of BP<l>„BP<n>. In 

the fourth chapter, the computation of BP<l>*BP<n> takes advantage 

of the two different associated gradeds for [BP<n>,BP<1>] provided 

by the Adams spectral sequence and the BP<1> homology universal 

coefficient spectral sequence,

ExtBP<l>.(BP<1>*BP<n>'BP<1>*) = ^ rBP<n>'BP<1>:lt-s-

The existence of such a spectral sequence was recently proved in

[R3] where Robinson proves the existence of such spectral sequences

for all Airing spectra which Adams [A2] way back in 1969

conjectured should exist. The fifth chapter uses the same

techniques to provide a splitting of BP<l>ABP<n> as a wedge of

suspensions of BP<0> aBP<1> for various k. The sixth chapter
vuses the computation of BP<1>*BP<2> to construct BP<2> , the 

generalized Brown-Gitler spectra over BP<2>. The strategy of 

the proof is the same as the one in [GJM] with just a few 

significant alterations needed. The seventh and final chapter 

presents an application of the techniques of chapter four to 

prove that

holimkP kABP<2> = ni£7Eql"1BP<l>*.

This represents joint work with D. Davis, D. Johnson, M. Mahowald 

and S. Wegmann. The critical point here is that one gets a

2i -1spectrum Ck with H*Ck = ®i>kE H*BP<1> and one needs to show
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that Ck a Vi2)c3-2i 1BP<1>. It suffices to show that the Adams

spectral sequence for [Ck>BP<l>] collapses which follows from 

contrasting it with the universal coefficient spectral sequence.

In many places throughout this thesis we are working with 

spectra localized or completed at a prime p. Sometimes the case 

p=2 should have been dealt with as a special case but was not 

because a simple substitution will give the correct statement and 

proof for the case p=2 from the p odd case. One of the primary 

examples occuring in chapters 2-4 is the dual of the Steenrod 

algebra. When p is odd this is F p ^ , $ 2>. .. ]9Erxq ,t j,...] while

2for p = 2 it is F j C »?2 ** * *^* The substitution of for

and C£+1 for t ^t which will give the correct conversion. Another

important example occurs in chapter five. There to get the
->k k 1correct 2-primary statements substitute Sq“ for P and Sq for 8.

One word about the grading of modules. Cohomology modules 

should always be thought of as graded by codegree. Thus Homt(M,N) 

means homomorphisms which increase degree by t or decrease 

codegree by t. One should be careful about the fact that a module 

over the coefficients E* of any homology theory can be thought of 

both as a cohomology module and a homology module with the 

corresponding change from degree to codegree.

We work in any category of spectra satisfying the axioms 

of [M] such as the category of CW spectra of [Al]. The only 

place in which unstable spaces appear is in chapter six in



constructing adaptive complexes and it is possible that else

where the word space may have been used when talking about a 

spectrum. All homology theories are reduced and ordinary 

homology is with mod p coefficients unless otherwise specified.

In chapter six I need the rings E[Qs •■-On3 and call

them e" following [JW]. Thus throughout this thesis I use En for

differs from the more common notation of E^. Here

and in [JW] E means E[Q_,Q_ , n hi'^n+l



CHAPTER 2. TOOLS FOR MAKING BP<n> COMPUTATIONS

In this chapter we introduce the Adams spectral sequence used 

to compute BP<n>.BP<n*k> and BP<n>*BP<n+k>. To facilitate 

computation we are led to give a splitting of H*BP<n>ABP<n+k>. We 

finish by doing the computations for the first case, BP<0>#BP<k> 

and BP<0>*BP<k>. These results are not new and we present them 

here simply to put the later results into context.

Theorem 2.1 ([4.5;W] or [Ch.l6;M])

If X and Y are spectra of finite type then the classical 

mod-p Adams spectral sequence converges strongly to [X,Y^]#.

Here Y^ = YaS^ means the p-completion of Y. Strong convergence

is used in the sense of Boardman [B] and here it means that the 

usual Adams filtration of [X,Yp] is Hausdorff and complete. So from

theorem 2.1 we can be assured that when X is connective and of

finite type, two different spectral sequences converge strongly.

Ext, (H*BP<n>aX ,Z/p) . > fS,BP<n>AXAS‘ 1a P
ExtA (H*BP<n>,H*X) — ~  > [X.BP<n>aS*]

Since we will always use these two spectral sequences to compute 

BP<n> homology and cohomology, from now on we will write BP<n> for 

the p-completion of BP<n>.

Now rp338;Al] implies that

5
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H*BP<n>AX * (AG Z/p)8H*X 
En

* AS H*X_n

where these are isomorphisms as left A modules with A acting by 

the diagonal action on the first two modules and by the left action 

on the third module. From this a change of rings isomorphism 

applied to the spectral sequences gives

At this stage we should say something about product structure. 

Since BP<n> is a ring spectrum with structure map u, the map 

uAldx
a : BP<n>ABP<n>aX -------- > BP<n>AX gives BP<n>11X a module sructure

over BP<n>.. We would like the Adams spectral sequences to tell us 

something about this structure. Theorem 2.3.3 of Ravenel's book 

[Rav], states that the map a induces a natural pairing

E**(BP<n>)8E**(BP<n>AX) ■* E**(BP<n>AX) for ri2 such that the

differential is a derivation and the pairing on E^ corresponds to 

a«:BP<n>„WBP<n>.X ■* BP<n>.X. At the E^ level the pairing is

the Yoneda product

(A)

(B)

Ext (H*X,F )8Ext (F ,F ) - Ext £n p £n p p" P P

The pairing for BP<n>*X works similarly.

There is a splitting of H*BP<m> over E^ETQq ,Qj,...]

which will facilitate the computation of the Ext groups needed to 

compute BP<n>„BP<m> and BP<n>*BP<m> via these spectral sequences.
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In order to see this splitting it turns out to be easier to

proceed with a left action of E on the dual of H*BF*m>. Recall

that the canonical antiautomorphism of the Steenrod algebra converts

the left action of E on A/(AQn*...+A0 ) to the right action of Eu Tn

on A/(QqA+.. .4-Q^A). Now the right action of E dualizes to the 

left action of E on the dual of A/(QqA+. . . This dual is

isomorphic to

as a sub Hopf algebra of A„. The action of E on this is given by

» • • .. ] = xH„BP<m>

Q.(a-b) « (Q.a)b+(-l)lala(Q.b)

(see [ABP]). Following [K] and TMahl] we filter

FPCç 1,ï 2,,*-39ECt «*1't «*2,,,,] by settin8

w * ii *  P 1 *  W t T .

wt(ab) « wt a ♦ wt b.

Let j be the elements of weight j. Since the preserve weight

xH.BP<m> - «j20Mœ J

as modules over E. Dually

as modules over E. One should notice that these modules split even 

further when one works over subalgebras of E.
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To illustrate the use of these techniques we will run through 

the calculations of BP<0>.BP<k> and BP<0>*BP<k>. These calcula

tions are very simple because the only indecomposable modules 

over E° « E[Qq] are E° and Z/p. Since QqQq « 0, Qq acts as a

differential on all modules over E^ and we can define

H(M;Qq) « ker Q0/Im Q0 .
ni n. .

If H(M;Q^) = 8^1 Z/p then M splits as 8^1 1Z/p8V8E for some

graded F vector space V.

Let us determine the homology of the module 

FpC^i.$ 2 ’  • • • m+i ,Tm+2’ ' ' ’ Under t*le differential 0^ it can

be expressed as a tensor product of chain complexes. The first

factor is the polynomial algebra F T E , , ] with the zerop 1 i  ni

boundary. The r*^ factor for r^2 has a base of monomials

T r>.-Ier*»-1 " d ^r+m-1 for 

with boundary

i ^ i*l _
Tr+m-l^r+m-l ^r+m-1'

thHence the r factor has b a i n o l o ^ y  fy, and the 0Q homology of

Fp[tl,C2’“ ,:l®Ei:Tm+l,Tm*2’',,] 1S Fp[ 51 ’ C2’’ * * tm] ‘

Let « {I-(i ,...il|i is a nonnegative integer for lsksm}.

l. i, i 1, 2 „ m .The degree of E ■ C, C-, •••£ is i ¿. m

d( 1 ) - 2lj” 1ij(pJ-l).

Hence as a module over E
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H*BP<m> = eit(, Ed(I)Z/p 6 (V8E°)

for some graded F^ vector space V « ®j£j^ ^Z/p.

From a minimal resolution of Z/p as an module we can 

compute that

Z/p if s»t

if s*t

'Z/p if s*0,t«-l

else

Exts’t(Z/p,Z/p)
E

ExtSi1(Z/p,E°)

C

i 2'
From a change of rings we can compute that

Z/p if s=t=0
Exts^t(E°,Z/p)

ExtSQt(E°,E0)

{

t

0 else

Z/p if s«0 and t«0 or -1

else

The Yoneda product for Ext makes Ext ^ (Z/p,Z/p) into a ring which 

can readily be determined to be F^Cq^] where q^ is a generator of

Ext1'*(Z/p,Z/p). We now have sufficient information to realize that
E ‘

Ext g(H*BP<m>,Z/p) = «IeK
- d ( I ) Fp[q0] « V

where V is a graded Fp vector space concentrated in filtration zero. 

(Notice that the inclusion F^ •* F^fXj,...,xn) is a ring homomorphism

which ,".ivcs any graded F^ vector space the structure of a graded 

Fp^x l” " ,xn^ module* the xi’s act trivially, a fact used

continually throughout this thesis). Hence all the groups in the 

E-, term of the Adams spectral sequence
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ExtS:t(H*BP<m>,2/p) - > BP<0> BP<m>
Eu t_s

are either of infinite order with respect to q0 multiplication 

ly(n^ in even stems, or else they are qQ torsion ly|v\<j in 

filtration zero. Since the differentials decrease stem by one 

and commute with q^ multiplication, all of them must be zero.

Thus this spectral sequence collapses to its E2 term.

Knowledge of the module structure of the Ext groups over 

FpCq^] allows us to solve the extension problems and we get

BP<0> BP<m> = 8. „ rd ^I^Z* 8 V.* IcK pm v

To compute BP<0>*BP<m> we need to use 

ExtS^t(Fp ,H*BP<m>) --- rBP<m>,R P < n > g

where by our previous work

E x t ^ t(Fp ,H*BP<m>) => 8 ^  i'd(I)FpCq0] « £_1V*

where V* is the Fp dual of V. Again the torsion free part of

this module is concentrated in even stems and the torsion part is 

concentrated in filtration zero, so all differentials are zero. 

Hence

BP<0>*BP<m> » 8, „ Id(I)Z* 8 ZXV.
l t K m P

Since tt #BP<0>ABP<m> splits as a direct sum of copies of Zp

and Z/p, we might hope to find a splitting of BP<0>ABP<m> as a

wedge of spectra BP<0> and BP<0>/\M where n.BP<0>/\M » F . The

M we want is the Moore spectrum for F which we denote M .P P
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For any I'fcK we have the surjection m

e ItK rd(I)z/p e v b e0
m

Applying A0 Q ___ gives

Ed(i-) z/p.

A0 fl(#T „ Zd(I)Z/p e V0E°) - A8 Zd(I,)Z/p.
E le m E

To realize this map take the map Sd^   ̂ -*• BP<0>ABP<n> coming from 

Ext0Qd^  ^(Ed ^  ^Z/p,Z/p) which is a summand of the Ext groups for

computing ir#BP<0>ABP<m>. Smashing both sides with BP<0> and using 

the ring structure of BP<0> gives a map

Zd(I )BP<0> -♦ BP<0>ABP<m> 

which realizes the given c t ^ ^ o l o ^ y  b e  

Similarly consider the surjection

e l£|. id(I)z/p e v b e0 - rnz/p8E°
1 m

where EnZ/p is one of the summands in V. Now we have the Adams 

spectral sequence

ExtS^t(H*BP<m>,EnE°) = $  t E ^ , BP<0>ABP<m>]t . v

All of these Ext groups are in filtration zero so there are no 

non-trivial differentials. Hence the generator of the Z/p in 

bidegree (0,0) in Ext g(EnE0 ,EnE°) gives an element of

Ext p(H*BP<m>,H*Mp) and thus a map E BP<0>ABP<m>. Again

smashing with BP<0> and using the ring structure of BP<0> gives
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a map

Z^M aBP<0> -*• BP<0>ABP<m>P

which realizes the given map in cohomology.

Wedging all these maps together gives a map

(VT „ Id ^BP<0>)vV. I a BP<0> ■* BP<0>ABP<m>I«K ' jtJ pm j  r

which is an isomorphism in cohomology.

Remarks Notice that success in the computation of BP<0>*BP<m> and 

BP<0>#BP<m> was dependent on two factors. First modules over E° are 

readily determined and all the relevant Ext groups are easy to 

compute. Secondly the relevant spectral sequences all collapse 

because all the elements of positive filtration are torsion free and 

lie in even stems. Now for the case of BP<l>.BP<m> and BP<l>*BP<m> 

we need to work with modules over E*. In [AID or [M] we can find 

a complete determination of modules over E* and the techniques to 

compute the relevant Ext groups. So the difficulty comes in 

trying to show that the relevant Adams spectral sequences collapse.

The "everything in even stems" argument works for BP<l>tBP<m> but
•>

does not work for BP<l>*BP<m> or for the spectral sequences needed 

to get the splitting maps. This is where the universal coefficient 

spectral sequence for BP<1> comes into play.

For the higher cases BP<n>„BP<m> and BP<n>*BP<m> when n22 

we have neither a complete determination of modules over En nor the 

ability to compute the Ext groups so we do not even reach the stage 

of worrying about the collapsing of the spectral sequences. If we 

did then we would add to our difficulties the fact that it is not
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known whether the relevant universal coefficient spectral sequence 

exists, since it is not known whether BP<n> is an A ring spectrum 

for n22.

I



CHAPTER 3. THE BP<1> HOMOLOGY OF BP<n>

Since the Adams spectral sequence used for this computation 

will collapse to the E^ term, the main task of this chapter is 

the computation of the Ext groups. To perform this calculation we 

use the method and notation developed in TAP] and [Al], (also see 

[M]).

We start by determining the Ê  module structure of H*BP<n>.

As before it is easier to work in the dual.

CA/En. A K  .  Fp[ c 1. c 2 . . . . ] * E C T n +1.TB+2. . . . ]  
with the action of ECQ^Oj] given by

V i  * £i V i  ■ 0

V i  - <i-i V i  ■ 0

Qi(a.b) • (Q.a).b ♦ ( - l ) |alaQ.b for i»0,l

Under the first boundary, Q^, the complex has homology 

FpfCj,tj»• • • as discovered in the previous chapter.

Under the second boundary the complex is also a tensor product 

of chain complexes. This time the first factor is Fp(Cj,...,Cn j]

with zero boundary and the r**1 factor for r£2 has a base of monomials

.i
r*n-1 r*n-2 

with boundary

.1
’r*n-2 (i-0,1,2...)

14



IS

T r+n-l*L-2 * «iln-2* Cr*n-2 * 0

The homology of this factor is F Ce ,3/CP Thus thep r+n-z r+n-z

homology of (A/En*A)* is a truncated algebra generated by

with relations 5P=0, EP ,■0,....1 z n n+i

Armed with the knowledge of the Qq and Qj homology of (A/En*A). 

we can use the ideas of [AP] to determine the ECQ^.Q^] module 

structure of A/A*En * H*BP<n>. For any xe(A/En»A)# write Dx for

the dual elenent with respect to the ^olynonial basis

for (A/2n A). as an ? vector space. Since Q. x»y implies that Dy*Q, -Dx? i 1
we see that x generates homology if and only if Dx generates 

homology.

For miO, let L(m) be the module over E^ given by

generators : a^, OsiSm la. I » qi
%  -  u p - ' )

relations: Qiai ' V i + i  0si<n

V o  ■ 0 ■ V m *

For m<0 let L(m) be given by

generators : â , msis-l 1â | ■ qi-1

relations : V i  * Vi*l msis-2.

If m is the function defined by P

Vp(b)»m when pm |b and p”*1̂

and o ( is the function that assigns to b the sum of the coefficients P
of the p-ary expansion of b then
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T - £i+Pr+n-lsr*n-2 tr+n-2 ’ E* , 0 r*n-2 (i-0.1.

The homology of this factor is F (!? ,]/£pp *r+n-2J/^r*n-2 Thus the

Q1 homology of (A/En*A)„ is a truncated algebra generated by

with relations £^=0, *01 i  'n ’ *n*l ***••

Armed with the knowledge of the Qq and Qj homology of (A/En -A). 

we can use the ideas of [AP] to determine the E[Q0>Q1] module 

structure of A/A*En » H*BP<n>. For any xe(A/En»A)# write Dx for

the dual eleaent with respect to the nolynonial basis 

for (A/_,- A ) + as an vector space. Since Q^x»y implies that DyQ^»Dx

we see that x generates homology if and only if Dx generates Q.

homology.

For miO, let Lfm) be the module over E^ given by

generators: a ^  OSiSm I a. I - qi u/k<r4 ^ = l ( p - l )

relations: Q^. - QQai+1 0si<m

V o  ' 0 " VnT
For a<0 let L(m) be given by

generators: aA, msis-1 |a .| - qi-i

relations: - QQai+1 msis-2.

If v is the function defined by P

Vp(b)-m when pM |b and p®*1̂

and oip is the function that assigns to b the sum of the coefficients 

of the p-ary expansion of b then
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i-1vp (b!) - b-ap (b) • Z.m() b.(p ‘ +. ..*p+l) 
P-1

when b = bg+b^p*...+bsps is the p-ary expansion of b. Define the

functions and y ^  by

«i(b) =  ij.;

y.(b) - Z k m \  Bk(b), YoCb) - 0.

Notice that ys(b) « vp (b!) and that y^(b) is a strictly increasing

function of i.

We define a map

h:A/En *A -*■ *Iik id(I)L(v (in !)) » nj£l( Zd(I)L( v ( i j  )) 
n r  n r

by giving the component

hj:A/En *A - ld(I)L(vp (in !)).

If in*0 the map is simply

D U 1) - P1 - aQ
I (111 ̂ 2»•••^n-1̂where P is the element P of the Milnor basis for A

and aQ gnerates Ed^ Z / p .  Since e* generates both Qq and Qj

homology this is an E1 module map. If in*0 then L(vp (in O) is

generated by a^ for 0siSvp (in l). If ifl ■ in 0+in i 'P**••*!„ s*!15

is the p-ary expansion of i then fix i between 1 and v (i I) andn p n

choose j between 1 and s such that 

*j-l(in)<ilYj(V -
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Set

J(i) - I(i)-Ai+j

where is the sequence with all zeros except a 1 in the nth slot.

Define h^ by

V pI) ■ a 0

hlCPI ( i >) -  at i s i s v p d n 1)

hI (PJ ( i ) Qi + j ) -  Q0a. l s i sVpCi„ ! )

hjCx) -  0 fo r  a l l  o ther

Notice that this means hT (P1 • ) )) > a whereI v (l ! )P n

Uv.ii 1)) * I»1P n n-l'in,0.... S,.*3’ Since for each

i(v (in !))
P *  generates homology as does a^ ^  this map is

surjective in Q q and Q 1 homology.

Now

h:H*BP<n> -> A/En *A * eIt K =d C IÎ , .Cv Ci 0 )  
n

la cw. isomorphism in Qq and homology. Henca by 
theorem 2.1 of [ am]  , the kernel of h is
free over E1 so it must be V9E1 for some graded vector space V of 

finite type. Since h is surjective we have proved,

Theorem 3.1

H*BP<n>»«IeK Ed(I)L(v U^jjWeECQQ.Qj] 
n *

as modules over ECQq ,Q^].
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We proceed to calculate the Ext groups for the spectral 

sequence we have in mind. Table 3.9 of CAP] or direct calculation 

tells us that

module given by

generators: a^f Osism | |  « (0,qi) 

relations: q,a. = q_a. , Osi<m.^1 l ^0 1*1

If m<0 then M(m) is given by

generators: a,b^ msis-l |b̂ I « (0,qi— |) I a I « (-m,-m)

relations: q ^  * ^obi+l

Theorem 3.2 ([§3;AP])

For any integer n

Ext**(L(n).Fp) = M(n)

Ext*t(F ,L(n)) » M(-n)
E1 P

as modules over Ppt^o’̂ l^'
Now for m a positive integer define modules N(m) over 

Z*[v] » BP<1><1 by

where q^ generates Ext 111(F ,F ) and q, generates Ext_1 p' p M 1 6

P
generators: a ^  Osism |a^| ■ qi

relations : Osi<m.
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If m is a negative integer define NO )  by

generators: b^,a msis-1 |b^| « qi-1 I a I « 0

relations: vb. * pb. ,l v 1*1 ntsi<-l

pb * 0 « vb 
r  m

Theorem 3.3

Proof Combining theorems 3.1 and 3.2 gives

Ext**(H«BP<n>,F ) = ®T „ P n
Zd(I)M(v (i !))©V. v D n "

Since all the elements in positive filtration are torsion free and 

lie in even stems, all differentials must be zero and the spectral 

sequence collapses to the term. In order to solve the extension 

problem and demonstrate the module structure over BP<1># we are going 

to use the pairing of Adams spectral sequences

where F and E are the filtration and E terms of the Adamsoo oo
spectral sequence for [S,BP<1>] and F and E^ are the filtration 

and E^ terms of the Adams spectral sequence for [S,BP<l>ftBP<n>].

As mentioned earlier Es,t is the ring Fp[clo’t,l^ and we already know 

the product structure for the bottom line. Choose an element called

' C t C * t '
E ’ BE * ■* Eoo oo <

s * s ' ,t+t '
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P in which maps to q^ and an element v in F*,c*+1 which maps

to q^. Then elments in Fs,t with s22 are in the ideal (p,v)*Fs ** 

with s'2l. To choose generators for BP<l>#BP<n> satisfying the 

relations of N(Vp(in !)) work in order of increasing degree. Choose

a generator â  in F^’̂  which maps to the correct element in 

M(Vp(in !)). Then pa^-va^ j maps to qQa^-q1a^  ̂* 0 in the 

associated graded hence it lifts to an element c of F^**. This 

element is in the ideal (p,v)*FS,t for S 2 l  so a. and a. , can

be adjusted by an element of positive filtration to ensure that 

pa^-va^  ̂ = 0. This may require adjusting a^  ̂ ar*d so on ^ut

the process stops because Miv^Ci^!)) has only finitely many

generators. Q.E.D.



CHAPTER 4. THE BP<1> COHOMOLOGY OF BP<n>

In this chapter we compute BP<l>*BP<n>. This time in order to see 

that the Adams spectral sequence collapses we need to have a look at the 

universal coefficient spectral sequence as well. These two spectral 

sequences give different filtrations to elements in BP<l>*BP<n> which 

will allow us to conclude that both collapse to their respective E2 

terms.

Proposition 4.1

In the Adams spectral sequence for computing [BP<n>,BP<1>],

E2ft “ ®ItK I'd(I)M(-V-(in !)) e E_q_2V* 
n *

as a bigraded module over FpCq^.q^] “here V* is the graded dual of V. 

Proof Just combine theorems 3.1 and 3.2 Q.E.D.

For any module N over a ring R write T(N) for the torsion submodule 

T(N) ■ {n«N|m » 0 for some J.

Then N/T(N) is torsion free. One notices that E^^TCMi-VpCi^!))) is 

concentrated in odd stems and E<̂ I\i("'p(in l))/TC*l-Vp(in l))) is con

centrated in even stems. As usual V* is concentrated in filtration zero. 

Thus the only possible nontrivial differentials in this spectral sequence 

will have T(#ItK V(-^pCin O)) as their target. We turn to the 

universal coefficient spectral sequence to see that this can not happen. 

The spectral sequence of 56 of [R3] specializes in our case to give 

ExtBP<l> (BP<l>*BP<n>,BP<l>„) - /  CBP<n>,BP<l>]t s

h i *  l $ A f  S f C c t r u i * ,  t I  f~ <3 Met" A**«u>*
ujhe+U'r is. 7A.J t ««<»*#- fA« g+ ne ne*+-

I a p c o t « , «/»<«>* feO c t U i / t e  . 1 0  r c c ^ t r  u s *  1 «  ~  I/&
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Proposition 4.2

ExtBP<1> (BP<l>.BP<n>.BP<l>.) - 8 I"d(I)N(-v (i !))/T(N(-v (i !))) 
• n P P

ExtBP<l>.(BP<1>*BP<n>'BP<1>*) “ E®I£K £'d(I)T(N(-vp (iii!)))

ExtBP<l> (BP<l>tBP<n>,BP<l>.) « L - V

ExtBP<l> (BP<l>.BP<n>,BP<l><1) * 0 - for s*3

Proof From theorem 3.3 it suffices to show 

Lemma 4,3

For n a positive integer

Ext!:* ,(N(n).Z‘[v]) ~  
P P

Ext2*[v](z/p-z;cv]) -p

z;cv]
IT(N(-n))

0
z‘ qz/p

0

if s=0 

if s« 1 

if S22 

if s = 2 

if %+2

Proof A free resolution of N(n) is given by

0 <—  N(n) <—  «".0 EqlZpCv]-e. <-

where the ZA[v] linear maps are defined by 
P

n-1 _q(i*l)_.
« n r i«0 Z*[v]-f. <—  0 

P 1

ete,) a . l

do(fi) * vei ■ pei*r 

A free resolution of Z/p is given by 

0 * Z/p

where the maps are 

e(e) - 1

—  Z*[v]-e <-^€ z-[v] -f ,e iqz-rv3*f, <——t-p 1 p 2 ZqZp[v]*g ♦ 0

d0(fl} " Pe
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d0(f2) - ve 

d1Cg) * vfx - pe2.

Applying H o m ^ . « Z ^ C v ]) to these resolutions and taking homology

gives the desired results. Q.E.D.

Theorem 4,4

[BP<n>,BP<l>:„ * 9 £'diI)N(-v (i l))«!;'q"2V* ̂ p nn *

as a module over Z*[v] because both the Adams spectral sequence and the

universal coefficient spectral sequence collapse to their terms.

Proof In the universal coefficient spectral sequence, the E^’* term

automatically survives to E * b e c a u s e  d :ES’* ■* Es+r'* and E*’* is zeroco r r r 2
for s*3. Hence the torsion modules ®IiK E-d^ T(N(-v (i !))) appear

e n P n

in 31ao*. Since they are concentrated in odd 3tens and 
all the torsion free grouns are in even stems, for each 
summand there is a torsion group at least as large 
(possibly larger because of the possibility of extensions 
with the Z/p's in filtration two) to [3P<h>,3P<1>3 . The 
only way the Adams spectral sequence can account for 
this is if all the T(Il(-V(i„J))) survive to the Zoo term, 
but recall that they rere the only possible targets for 
differentials so the Adams spectral sequence collapses.
The extensions corresponding to those envisaged in the 
universal coefficient spectral sequence can not occur in 
the Adam3 spectral sequence. Q.E.D..

A review of the proof will indicate that what we have really

proved is:
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Theorem 4.5

If X is a connective spectrum of finite type with

i ,
H*X * ®reR Z L(jr) « VflE1

as a module over E1 with i^ = is mod 2 for all r and s and j nonnegative 

for all r then

(a) the Adams spectral sequence for [S,BP<1>aX] collapses to give
i

BP<1>,X= ® „ Z rN(j ) 8 V r«R v j t

as a module over BP<1>„ and

(b) the Adams spectral sequence for [X,BP<1>] collapses to give 

[X,BP<1>]% * er£R Z rN(-jr) 9 E'q_2V*.



CHAPTER 5 A SPLITTING OF BP<l>ABP<n>

k k iSpectra BP<0> with H*BP<0> = A/A»{B,xP |i>k> were constructed

(with different names) by Mahowald [Mahl] for p=2 and by Kane [K] for odd 

primes p. In section 11 of [K], Kane proves that H*EqkBP<0>k is 

isomorphic as an E^ module to monomials of weight pk in 

F 8 E[t -,t . which implies that H*EqkBP<0>k isD 1 i  C O
1 qk 1isomorphic as an E module to E L(Vp((pk)!)) © V0E for some graded 

Fp vector space V. Thus there is an isomorphism in cohomology

d m  Ci_/p!)
H*(BP<l>ABP<n>vHV) * ©IeK H*(BP<l>Aj; a l 1 1 BP<0> ) © H*HV'

n

for some graded F^ vector spaces V and V'. The goal of this chapter is 

to prove that this isomorphism is realized by a homotopy equivalence of 

spectra.

Theorem 5.1
d fn L n'“JBP< 1>ABP<n>vHV = v, „ BP<1>aE JBP<0> v HV’

ItKn

In order to construct this splitting we want to construct maps
kin [BP<0> ,BP<l>ABP<n>] which will realize this isomorphism in cohomology 

after they have been smashed with BP<1>. In order to do this it 

suffices to show that for arbitrary k20 the Adams spectral sequence for
k[BP<0> ,BP<l>ABP<n>] collapses. As in chapter four we contrast the 

associated graded which the Adams spectral sequence gives for this group 

with the one given by the universal coefficient spectral sequence

25
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ExtBP<l> (BP<1>.BP<0>k*BP<1>.BP<n>) r = = J > CBP<0>k,BP<l>ABP<n>]t s 

a special case of the universal coefficient spectral sequence found in 

56 of [R3].

First let us record the term of the Adams spectral sequence for 

[BP<0>k,BP<l>ABP<n>].

Proposition 5.2

Ext 1(H*BP<n>,H*BP<0>k)

* Ext (® IdCI)L(v fi H) ® V0E , EqkL(v fpk)!)) ® V'BEj
E 1 n p p

* ®I£Kn Id(I)M(vp (in !)-vp{(pl4!)) ® ®i-5 iqU_i)z/P)

e  v e ( r q k L ( v p( | [ p k ) ! ) ) *  e  v e c v e E 1) *

©l '9'2®, „ Id(I)L(v (i !))8V'*1« K p nn r

Proof As in chapter three, use section 3 of [AP] to determine ExtS

for s2l and compute Ext̂ * « Horn directly. Q.E.D.

To apply the universal coefficient spectral sequence we need to
Vknow BP<l>.BP<n> which is given in chapter three and BP<1>,BP<0> . 

Proposition 5.3

BP<l>.BP<0>k = N(vp{pk)!))® V' 

where V' is as in 5.2.

Proof Exactly the same as the computation of BP<l>„BP<n» in theorem 3.3.

Q.E.D.

The last ingredient needed to use the universal coefficient 

spectral sequence is the Ext groups which will appear.



Proposition 5,4

(a) Z/p

Z/p « E*qZ/p
Ext„A*. (F ,F ) - -.

BP<1>. P PJ V qZ/p

so it is isomorphic to E * as a graded vector space.

s»0 

s« 1 

s-2 

Si3

ExtBpIl>.(Fp'N(D,)) = ’
^qiz/p

E'q (»i.o l9iz/P

so it is isomorphic to I ^ *”L(m) as a graded F^ vector space.

fé. “ 1*0 i'qiz/P s*0

J®. “ 1*1 E‘qiZ/p s* 1

s*2

i)* as a graded F vector space.

ExtBP<ri> (N(»0*N(n)) " *

rN(n-m)/T(N(n-m))

ET(N(n-m) ) « Iq(i'iJZ/p

Proof (a) 0 *• F » Z‘[v] ♦ Z‘[v] 8 EqZ"[v] » EqZ‘[v) * 0
-----  P P P P P

P * (1.0) 

v ♦ (0,1)

is a free resolution of F . Applying HomDr> , ( ,F ) givesP Dr<1># p
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(b) Applying HomBp<1> ( ,N(m)) gives

N(m) - N(m) 6 l'qN(m) ■* r'qN(m) 

x - (px,vx)

(*.y) - py*vx
thThe s homology group of this cochain complex gives the desired Ext 

groups so that Extj^* (Fp,N(m)) * 0. Ext^*x> (F ,N(m)) = e”'J ZqiZ/p

generated by pairs (ai>ai + p  with Osism-1 and Extgp<1> (Fp,N(m))

= E_q(8i_™ lqiZ/p) generated by a^ for Osism.

(c) Applying HomBp<1> ( .F^) to the free resolution of N(m) found

in the proof of 4.3 gives

i"1« »  »i.T t - w p

Taking the stE homology group gives the desired result, 

(d) The proof is by induction on m. For m=0,

m r * 1 -,

ExtBP<l>.(BP<1>*’N(n)) “ HomBp<1>^(BP<l>..N(n)) * N(n)

and

ExtBP<l>.(BP<1>**N(n)) “ ° 
as stated.

The short exact sequence 

0 ■* ZqN(m) ■* N(m+1) -» BP<l>./(v) ■» 0

a. ■* a. ,x 1*1

sil

ao - 1
induces

0 ■* Ext°(Z',N(n)) •* Ext°(N(m*l).N(n)) •* Ext°(iqN(nO ,N(n) )

-i-> Ext1(Zp,N(n)) - Ext1(N(m+l).N(n)) - Ext1(ZqN(m),N(n)) -* 0.
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Calculation with a free resolution of Z* = BP<1> /(v) indicates that
P

Ext°(Zp,N(ni)) - 0 and Ext*(Z",N(n)) ■ N(n)/(v)-N(n) - Z<,XZ/P) .

The connecting homomorphism 6, is just the Yoneda product with the 

element of Ext*(Zp,N(m)) = N(m)/(v)*N(m) represented by the short exact 

sequence which can be calculated to be pa^. From this we can see that

Ext°(N(m*l),N(n)) = Ext°(EqN(m),N(m))/coim 6 

which by induction gives the desired result for Ext°(N(m*l),N(n)). 

Similarly

Ext1(N(m*l),N(n)) = Ext1(ZqN(m),N(n)jScoker 6

gives the desired result for Ext *(N(m+1),N(n)). Q.E.D.

Before launching into the proof of S.l it is enlightening to

consider the following chart which summarizes the different associated 
vgradeds for [BP<0> ,BP<l>ABP<n>] provided by the two different spectral 

sequences.

Summand in Summand in Contribution to Contribution to
H*BP<0>k H*BP<n> E2 of A.S.S. E2 of U.C.S.S.

L(n) L(m) z”*8. ® 8. "rqCj*i)Z/pj«0 l-l r  

in s-0 8 M(m-n)

N(m-n)/T(N(m-n)) in s-0

6 8. “ 8. y ' Î ^ ’z/pj-0 l-l

6 T(N(m-tO) in s«l

L(n) E1 L(n)* in s-0 L(n)* split between

s-0 and s-1

E* L(m) z'q 2 L(m) in s-0 E*q’‘L(m) split between

s-1 and s-2

E1 E1 E1* in s-0 E** split between

s-0,1 and 2
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Proof of S■1 Because BP<1># has global dimension 2, everything

in E*’* of the universal coefficient spectral sequence automatically

survives to the E_ term and contributes to [BP<0> ,BP<1>aBP<t»>].

Since all the torsion free groups are in even stems while
the torsion in is in odd at eras, we know that each
summand in ®I£X T-d(I)T(N( V0(ini )-Yp( (pk)!)) contributes 

n
a torsion group a3 least as large (nay be larger due 
to the possibility of extensions with some Z/p’s in 
E~’*) to [3?<0>k,3P<1>/l 3P<n>] . The only way the AdamsOO

spectral sequence can account for this is if all the 
T(M(Vp(in !)-^((pk)!)) survive to the S» term. But as 
before they are the only possible targets for differentials 
since all other torsion is in filtration zero ani all 
the torsion free towers are in even stems. This time 
there is no oossibility of extensions with the 
corresponding Z/p's. Q.B.D.



CHAPTER 6. GENERALIZED BROWN-GITLER SPECTRA OVER BP<2>

In their preprint [GJM] Goerss, Jones and Mahowald proved 

Theorem 6,1
kFor each kaO there exists a p-complete spectrum BP<1> and 

ka map w : BP< 1> ■* BP< 1> so that

(a) H*BP<l>k * A/A(B,6P1,xP1|i>k>

(b) For ms2p(k+l)-l, and Z a CW complex, w.:BP<l>kZ ■* BP< l>mZ

is onto n. .kervP^ where y P^:BP<1> ■* r̂ -’HZ* is defined to makei>k A A p

BP< 1>

i
H

--> lq:iHZ*Pi
--> Eq^H

commute.

They call this the generalized Brown-Gitler spectrum over 

BP<1>. Our object in this chapter is to prove the existence of 

generalized Brown-Gitler spectra over BP<2>. First we need 

Proposition 6.2

There is a map S .BP<2> ■* Eq^BP<l> such that

BP<2>
|

SJ —> rq;iBP<i>
I

1
H * P j ->

1
ZqjH

commutes where the vertical maps are the usual reduction maps. 

Proof This follows immediately from the collapsing of the Adams

31
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*
spectral sequence for BP<1> BP<2>proved in theorem 4.1. Q.E.D.

Theorem 6.3
VFor each kaO there is a p-complete spectrum BP<2> and a

vmap w:BP<2> -*• BP<2>such that

(a) H*BP<2>k -* A/A(B ,6P1,ePP+1,xP-’l j>k)

If HZ* Z is an F P* P vector space then Im w# is onto n, . ker .j>k
Notice that (b) of 6.1 is really a consequence of the tower 

kwhich has BP<1> as its inverse limit. A similar statement,

stronger than 6.3(b) can be extracted from the tower used to

construct BP<2>k but its statement is best left to the reader.

In most of what follows we are simply adjusting the results

of [GJM] to the next case up from theirs. Consequently when the

proofs are no different, results will just be stated in order to

fix notation and direction. For some proofs requiring minor

modification I have given the proof with modification. The only

results in this chapter which require substantial new ideas are;

the proof of the collapsing of the Adams spectral sequence for

BP< l > ^ tBZ/p) which was shown to me by P. Goerss, checking that

dQ4hj=0 for the adaptive complexes in section 6.2, one of the
kearly steps in constructing the tower which has BP<2> as its inverse 

limit in section 6.3, and of course the construction of the maps

:BP<2> - ïq:jBP<l>.

In this chapter all spectra a; ompleted at p.
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6.1 Acyclic Resolutions 

Let

M.,(k) - A/A{x(BCPX)|i>k,e-0,1}

M0(k) « A/A{8,XPX |i>k)

Mn(k) • A/A{B.6P1,...,8PP 1+P" 2*-'-+P*1,XPi|i>k} forn2l.
kNotice that M^Ck) will be H*BP<2> . We present acyclic resolutions

of these modules for ns2. Except in the case of M j(k) they are

not free resolutions. To construct them we need the A algebra.

For p an odd prime let A be the associative graded algebra

over F given by P
generators: X^j, isO, |Xi_11 = qi-1

v i m l . luj.jl * qi

relations: V s " Ciaii

VJrXs“Iib(i,r,s)ur*s*l-iXi-l
X_u *E.a(i,r,s)X , -u- .♦cfi.r.slu , .X. , r*s i v * ’ '  r+s+l-i l-l v * * ‘  x * s+l-i l-l

where

a(i,r,s) » (-1) ^ i-p(r*l) /

b(ifr,s) - (-l)1* * * ^  i-p(r*l)-1 )

c(i.r,s) - (-1)1 r \  i-p(r*l) /

Let A be A modulo the left ideal generated by X i.e. A«A/A{X

A is a differential graded algebra with differential given by left
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multiplication by X

For p=2 let A be the graded associative F^ algebra given by 

generators: X^, i2-l, |x^[«i

/ i-1 \
relations: X Xg *  V2i-(s-2r)/Xf+^Xs_j.

Again A is A modulo the left ideal generated by X^.

If p is odd let v.=X. or u.. If p=2 then v.«X.. If r l l i 1 1

I«(ij,...,i ) is a q-tuple of integers, i^2 -l WI-ite vj f°r 

v^ *...*v^ . This is a monomial of length q. Such a monomial is

admissible if

p(i.+l) 2 ii+1+2 when v «X.
J J j  j

pfi^+l) 2 ij+i** 1 when v i  -u. .

This is valid at any prime. If p is odd

Ak * A{p-l'X0'lJ0*,,,,Xk-l,uk-l) 

and if p«2

A^ * A{ Xq ,. .. ,Xjĵ ) •

Lemma 6,4 ([C],[BG],[BCKQRS])

(a) For all primes, a basis for A as an 

by the set of admissible monomials.

(b) A^ is closed under the differential 

admissible monomials vT with i sk-1I <1
if p-2.

This lemma implies that A/A^ inherits a differential from A 

given by the left action of X_j and that A/A^ has an F^ basis

set

Fp vector space is given

and has an F basis of P
if p is odd or i^s2k
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of admissible monomials v. with i 2k if p is odd or i >2k if p=2.i q q
Let A , be the set of admissible monomials of length qq.*

in A/Aj^. Define

d* : A8A* , . •* A0A* . q q+1,k q,k

to be the A linear map given by

dqvî * rJ<vr xjvJ>xP') + lvJ*<vî,xjVJ>xBp;i+1Vj
for p>2 and

(I)

d*Xj ■= rj<x*,XjAj>XSqj+1X5 ( I)

for p=2. The sums are over j2-l and all basis elements Vj of A^

Theorem 6.5 ([C],[BG])

The following is a long exact sequence, 
dA0Aq+i ik ■> A0A* . ... - A0A* . 0 A ---» M (k) - 0

Now fix k20 and let K be an Eilenberg-MacLane spectrum suchq
that “ Aq i( ant̂  let

d :K - I K  ,  q q q+1

be a map so that in cohomology d* is as in theorem 6.5.

Theorem 6.6 ([GJM])

There exist spectra and maps e^iY^ ■* ^^q+i so l^at

(a) Y0 - K0 - HZ/p. eQ • dQ

EK , is a cofibrationq* 1

(c) e i » dv ‘ q q q
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(d) The induced map of homology theories

e„.:(Y ) X ♦ (K .) X q ' q'm v q+l'm

is zero for m£2p(k*l)-l.

(e) If we write B(k) for the homotopy inverse limit of

* Yq M q - l *  V HZ/P

then the B(k) are the Brown-Gitler spectra of [BG].

Let 2 be a finite complex and AeH^Z for some ms2p(k*l)-l. Then

there is a class ae ̂ “DZ which is dual to & which may be realized 

as a map

arl^Z -► HZ/p-YQ.

Lemma 6.7 ([GJM])

Any lifting of a to Y lifts to Yq q*l

Define a left ideal An over A by

An * A* { X, «..."X, |i.20, Osjsn} if p*2
0 n 1

An - A*{X2i ^jli.iO, Osjin) if p»2
0 n 3

Lemma 6.3

An is closed under the differential of A. If p>2 then An has

a basis of admissible monomials v. •...•v. , q>i, ;/lth v  =A
1 *q ' iD im

for q-nsmsq. If p»2 a basis is given by admissible monomials

xi ••••*xi with im »1 nod 2 ior q-n«rxq.
1 q?

Proof This is an immediate consequence of the relations for

the A algebra. Q.E.D.
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Define

,n .n..n .« A /A nA^

A(q,n) « monomials of length q in a£ if q>n 

A(q,n) « A(q,q-1) if qsn 

Let

* A8A*(q,n) if q>n 

Djj - A/A80A*(n,n)

k-1 k-2
Dn-k “ A/A{e,eP ,. ..,EPP +P ••*p+1 }0A*(n-k,n) for 0<k<n 

i n-1 i
Dp - A/A{fi,6P .....6PP '" *) i.e. A(0,0)«Z/p.

Define d*:D . ■* Dn by the formulae (I). q q*l q 7

Theorem 6.9

The following is a long exact sequence of A modules.

... - Dq*i

Proof Since P^p" « nBPn*^+Pn+1B,

-3— > D2 D2 — — > D2 - £ —> M,(k) - 0

PpP1BPnPm * -((P'1i (n+1))BPn*P*1Pni - n6Pn+PP1Pm

. fp- ï r l)'1)p̂ 1BPm - mPn+pBPm+1 - Pn+pPm+1
we find that P1 with I admissible and Cj=C2*0 form a basis for

A/{B,P1B,PPP1B)*A. Hence P1 with I admissible and Cj»e2»0 form a

basis for A/A{6,BP1.BPP* 1 )• Now the proofs of theorem 1.7 of [C]

and theorem 2.7 of [BG] go through verbatim. Q.E.D.
2Let Cq * A8A* Then there are maps ■* D^ so that
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and

d,:v EqiBP<l> -* v 1 i>k (i,j) p

Just let dQ be the product of the in proposition 6.5 noticing 

that ni>kEqlBP<l> « v^>kEqiBP<l>. Construct dj using the appropriate 

wedges and products of the yP^ of theorem 2 in TGJM]. O.E.D

6.2 Adapted Complexes

Let E be a ring spectrum with H*E « A/A-B where B is the 

nonunits of B, a subalgebra of A. Write N(k) for A/A{B,Wk) where 

W^c^P1 | i>k}. Let 1:E + H be the generator of H*E over A.

Definition

If Z is a finite CW complex and h'tE^ with ms2p(k*l)-l and 

h:EmDZ -► E the dual of h' then we say (Z.h1) is adapted to N(k) if

A{B,W’k } --------- > A — h*01*— > B'E^Z

is exact. This is an adapted complex of degree m since h'tE^Z.

The aim of this section is to prove:

Theorem 6.11

For each kaO there is a finite CK complex Z^ and

hk€BP<2>aZk with m=2pk»3 so that (Z^.h^) is adapted to M^ik).

h^ can be chosen so that dQ#hk*0, where d0 is as in proposition 6.10.

As aids for building adapted complexes we need the following 

two propositions.

Proposition 6.12 ([GJM])

Any atA induces a right dual action a*:H#Z ■* H#Z. This map is

induced by va:H ♦ H. If G:H Z •* H‘nDZ is the duality iumorphism A n
then
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H Z n

G

H~nDZ H'"*SDZ

commutes.

Let e :A -*■ N(k) be the quotient map.

Lemma 6.13 ([GJM])

Let RcA be a finite set of elements so that e(R) is a basis 

for N(k). Suppose further that for each PtR there is a finite 

CK complex Zp and hptH^Zp for some m independent of P. Suppose

further that

(a) xP*hp*0 and ms2p(k+l)-l

(b) hp«l„h£ for some h£ E.Zp

If Z = Vp^RZp and h' = 8ph£ e E^Z then (Z,h') is adapted to N(k).

Now our complexes Ẑ  will be finite subcomplexes of the spaces 

C(s,t) * /\sCP“AAtBZ/p.

Define a vector space map

pr:H*C(s,t) - H*C(s,t)/Èn -H*C(s.t) * V.

H~s+tC(s,t) is generated by a single element c and HnC(s,t)=0 for

n<2s+t. If atA with v«pr(a-c)*0 in V then

a*pr*v*»0.

Lemma 6.14 i

Let I-Cij.cj i ,c ) be admissible with e,«c»*0. Set m m 1 2

e«e(I)«2i
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■

ctHe ^C(s,t*3) is the generator then

prP*c*0 in H*C(s,t*3)/EnH*C(s,t+3).

Proof Just need to check that Q ^ Q ^ c x O .  This follows from the

Adem relations and the fact that in l)e i=c2*®* once one notices 

that Q2Q 1Q0»6PP*1BP1/3 O.E.D.

Theorem 6.15

For any n, the Adams spectral sequence converging to BP<n>„C(s,t) 

collapses to its E2 term.

Proof Since BP<n>ACP“ « v^gj;^BP<n> ** suff*ces to show that the

Adams spectral sequence converging to BPc^.^BZ/p) collapses to 

its E., term. The following proof of this result was shown to me 

by Paul Goerss and is heavily dependent on [JW]. Writing M* for 

H*BZ/p the idea is to use their result that:

Theorem 6.16 ([JW])

The Adams spectral sequence 

ExtE(BtM*,Fp) = i > B P > tBZ/p)

collapses to its E2 term.

This is useful because we have a commutative diagram 

ExtE(etM*.Fp) = > B P > tBZ/p')

R

Ext (0 M* ,F ) = > B P < n > > fBZ/p)
E p 1

The quotient map Fp[q0>..,qn<...] ■* FpTq0.... qn] induces an

F_[qn.q,....] module structure on Ext (9 M*,F ) and R is a p u i n t p
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module map. To use this information to complete the proof we need. 

Lemma 6.17

(a) R:Ext*(0 M*F ) -► Ext5 (0 M*F ) is onto for s21c u p z p ) /

(b) ® .Exts (0 M*,F ) is a free F [q ] modules£i git z p p n

(c) V Ext°n(®tM* * V  c Im{qn-R:Ext°(0tM*.Fp) * Ext^(0tM*.Fp)J

Assuming this lemma for the moment, suppose that 
-<2 = Adams spectral seauence

Ext^n (0£M*, Fp) = >  BP<n>Ja^BZ/p).

Take any x«Exts (0 M*,F ) with s z l . Then by 6.17(a) there is 
E c p

some y<ExtE(0t.M*, BZ/p) such that Ry»x, so that d^x-d^y-Rd^-0 by

theorem 6.16. Now take any x«Ext° (0 M*,F ). By 6.17(c) there is
E t P

some y«Extp(0 M*,F ) such that q x«q Ry. Hence t t p n n

qndrx - drqnx - drqnx-qnRdry - dr (qnX-qnRy) - dp0 - 0.

Thus 6.17(b) implies that drx»0.

So it remains to prove lemma 6.17. Consider the following Fp 

vector spaces, M „ is H.BZ/p, B. is the odd degree part of M., and 

Lj# is the even degree part of M„ in degrees less than 2p*.

Lemma 6.17 is an immediate corollary of the following two lemmas. 

Lemma 6.18 ([JW])

ExtEs(8tM**Fp) ' *^1®’ * im*l* * * • ̂  as Fp vector spaces

•.mere the sum is over all sequences . .®Jt such
+ each J^ is either B. or Ly# where k-s is the number of ,

j<i which are B„ and where m-s is the number of Jj, jSt which are B„.
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A K  -fiig "X©.., ®

Lemma 6.19

4/-C S x t  C<£>t  M *  f  F p )

(a) There is an isomorphism of F [q ] modules
P »

Ext.n(8tM* « v  ■ w e  ®

where W and J^9...9Jt are in Ext^ and have trivial F^Cq^

structure. is either B„ of where V-s is the number

of Jj> j<i which are B. and where m-s is the number of J , jst 

which are B.. Only sequences .1^9...9J£ which have msn are 

allowed.

(b) The reduction map R:Ext_ (9 M*,F ) -► Ext (9 M*,F 1 ists t p £n t _ p
s

computed as follows. If msn then R is the composite

J j 9 . . ,9J^9F
t#PpCq»'-” 3 * Jl9 -*-9Jt9FpCq® .... qn] C ExtEn(9tM* * V

s
If m>n then R is

Jl9 ...9Jt8Fp[qm ,...] * Jl9...9Jt c W c Ext n(»tM..Fp)
Es

Proof The proof is by induction on t, so assume it is true for t in

order to do it for t*l.

Let L* be the F dual to L ,, Define M • by s p s* s '

0 - Ls* - M* - Ms* -► 0

This splits as Es and E^ modules. Since L#* is a trivial Eg and 

e" module there is a commutative diagram
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ExtE C f l M‘- V  "=_> Ls*®ExtE («tM**Fp)®ExtE (Ms*8tM*-Fpis

Id0R®R

ExtFn (« f l M* * V  Ls*®Ext_n (®tM*’F_)®Ext n CMs*etM*.F )

The isomorphisms are Fp[q^,...] and F [ ,.. . ,q^] module maps

respectively. The left summand is computed by the induction 

hypothesis. The right summand is dealt with by proving that the 

following two diagrams commute and that the indicated isomorphisms 

in them are isomorphisms.

ExtEs(Ms‘etM*'Fp) B.8ExtE i(etM*,Fp)

EXV W * * V  ^  B*®EX\ n  (V * ' Fp>
s s*l

ExtEs(Ms*®tM* ' V  B*8ExtE IV.FpJ

Ex% n < V ° t M* * V

(I) ssn

(II) s>n

The top isomorphism of both diagrams is given in [JW] and is an 

isomorphism of F [qg + ̂ •<ls + 2 * • • • ̂ modules. In diagram (I) the

bottom homomorphism will be an isomorphism of F [q ..... a ]r p Ms*l* ,Mn

modules. If n*s then this is an isomorphism of Fp[qn ) modules

because both will be trivial modules. By convention En»F when n<s
5 P

so that in diagram (II) the bottom map is an isomorphism of trivial

Fp[qn) modules.
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Lemma 6.19 follows from (I) and (II) and the induction 

hypothesis. We only prove (I) since the proof of (II) is similar. 

To prove (I). filter Ms* by

FrMs* * ix||x| odd and 2 r or |xI even and 2 r+2ps-l)

If Ms* is the associated graded object, then as an Es or e" module

V  ■ H[Qs]8B*

Applying Ext ( ,F ) and Ext ( ,F ) to the short exact 
s v  Fn

sequences

0 - FrMs \ M* * Fr - l V ® t M* - FrMsV F r-lMs*®tM* - 0 

gives a diagram of spectral sequences

ExtE (Ms*etM*.F ) = >  ExtE (Ms*8tM*,F )

* !  ‘ I

Ext En (fis*®tM*-Fp ^ = ^ ExtE (Ms*8tM**Fp)

( I I I )

From the sequences

0 - E[Qs) - Es * Es+1 - 0 

0 - E[Qs) - E" - e”+ j - 0

we get the diagram of change of rings spectral sequences

E[Q ] _
ExtE (Tor (M,*®tM*«Fp)«Fp)'s*l ExtEs(Ms*etM*.Fp)

E[QS) _
(IV)

Ext (Tor (Ms* V * * V ' Fp> = = *  
fcs*l

Since Ms«etH* » E[Qs)eB*8tM* is ETQsD free.

Ext_n (Ms*®tM**Fp>



Thus (IV) gives a commutative diagram of isomorphisms where the

top is an Fp[qs+J,...] module map and the bottom is an F [qg+1,...,qn)

(or FpCqn) if s»n) module map.

B*8ExtEs^1(8tM*’Fp) * ExtE (Ms«tM*,Fp)

B*8Ext (etM*.Fp) Ext (MsetM*.F >
s*l Es

The only thing left to do is show (III) collapses.

ExtEs CftsetM* ' V  = *  ExtEs (Ms*®tM* - Fp>

collapses by 6.14 of [JK]. Now take x8>-( an arbitrary element of

B*BExt^n (8tM*,Fp). If pilthen(by our induction hypothesis^there 
Es-1

is some ZcExt^ (8 M*,F ) such that Rz«y. So d (x8y) » d (x8Rz) « 0. 
s+1 1 P r r

If p«0 our induction hypothesis tells us that there is some

ZtExtE (®tM*»Fp) such that qnRz * qny ' 1116,1 qndr (x®y) *

dr(x®tln>') * dr(x»qny-xeqnRz) » 0. Our induction hypothesis also

implies that multiplication by q is nontrivial on Extr (8 M*,F )n £n t ’ p'
s

so dr(xBy) - 0. Q.E.D.

Finally we are in a position to prove the existence of the 

adaptive complexes we need.

Proof of 6,11 Let R - ( X  IQjQ jQo P1«!), I admissible, i^k).
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If c :A -*• M2(k) is the projection map then c (R) forms a basis for 

M^Ck). Let e,s and t be as in 6.14. Let Xj be a finite skeleton 

of C(s,t+3) containing the 2p(k*l)+l Qq I *1 Qjl ♦! Ojl skeleton and such

Theorem 6.15 guarantees that hj is in the image of the reduction

means that if we split BP<2>a Zj = BvKV where KV is the Eilenberg- 

MacLane spectrum for some graded vector space V and H*B has no free 

summands over A then hj':S ■* BvKV is given by *vf for some 

f:S - KV. Since for any spectrum X, [KV,X] » HomA (A..H.X) (the 

appropriate Adams spectral sequence collapses) we notice that the 

composite S^ohj is nonzero if and only if the induced map in 

homology is. Consider

that HZp.Xj is an Fp vector space so that HZp.Xj - HZ/p.Xj is a 

monomorphism. Let j=2pk-2pij and Z J ■ Z^Xj. Let oEH^+e*3Zj be

the generator so that by lemma 6.14

prP*c * 0 in H*ZI/ln-H*ZI.

If hj » (prPIc)*cH2pk*n+l IZj then (P^)*hj * 0.

BP<2>.Zj -► H,Zj. Let hj' be any preimage of hj and we have our

adaptive complex for BP<2>.

The fact that P*c generates a free E“" module in H*Zj means that 

hj' will generate a module with trivial P.v^ and actions. This

S
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For dimensional reasons since Zj is a space, if j>k, xP^'P'hj' “ 1 * *.

Since the reduction from BP<1> to HZ/p is a monomorphism in 

homology we find that S^»hj' is zero in homology. Hence S^°hj' * * 

when j>k so dg.hj' “ 0. Q.E.D.

6.3 vConstruction of BP<2> 
Let

K0 IK,

be the sequence of spectra constructed in section 6.1. We will 

construct cofiber sequences

q-1 jail -> Xq*l -> X -> EKq*l

with e iq q BP<2> and eQ = d^. Recall that in

section 6.2 we have constructed an adaptive complex, T, for MjCk) 

with a map h:T ■* K‘ so that

h*H* K 1 ----— > H*Kq — ---* H*T

is exact with liftings h :T -► X^ for qst*l so that

1

commutes. Before doing this we need one last lemma which 

encapsulates the role the adaptive complex plays.

Lemma 6.20
Given the cofiber sequences (I) for qSt and liftings of

* *h to Xt+1 satisfying (II), ker i^ n ker h^ s O.for qSt.



Proof The proof is by induction on q. There are two base cases* 

If q=0 the result follows since iQ* = 0. If q=l, take v ker i * .

*  * * eThen v * w for some w e H X^. Now ker p^ = Im implies

that either v=0 in which case we are done or else w i  Im e^
A *= Im d = ker h- by the hypothesis of the lemma. Thus

0 i
* * *

ho w = ho pi w = h^*v since h^ is a lift of hQ. Hence

ker , *i1 n ker h^* = 0. Now assume

ker i * n ker h * ■q q 0 for qss<t. Take v e ker i ,* s+1 . Then

for some w « H*Xs> Now is*w t ker dg_j* ■ Im ds* so choose

x c H*Ks+j such that ds*x « is*w. Let w' « w-es*x. Then

w' « ker is* so by our induction hypothesis hs*w' * 0. But

V " ’ ' hs*l*°ps*(w'es*x) 

Recall the sequence 

BP<2> - X? — — >JK7 — ^4

hs*l*v - Q.E.D.

2 d„ - «■'2 d* ,>rt2 _
o ' —  1 * '* "2

of proposition 6.10. Theorem 6.3 is an immediate corollary of 

Theorem 6.21

There exist spectra X , q*0 and maps e :X -► Z K ~ , so thatq q q «1*1
(a) XQ - K l - BP<2> eQ - dQ

(b) There are cofiber sequences

icf . ---- S ll—> x — 3̂—> x —J —» ik*q^l q+1 q q*l
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(c) V q  '  V  Ao * Id

(d) For any CH complex the induced map of homology theories

V :(V . 2 ' " £ l > . 2

is zero for ms2p(k*l)-l and q22.

To get theorem 6.3 from this just take BP<2>k = holim X
q

Proof of 6.21 Let

... - Yq i U  Yq.j - ... - Yj - Y0-H2/p

be the tower whose homotopy inverse limit is B(k) as in theorem 6.6. 

hie have the cofiber sequences

■ V 1 > -3— > Y -> K

z2pk*3D2 and j 
k

q*l ' ‘q*l ‘q ' "q+1

and maps as in proposition 6.10. Let (Z^h^) be the complex

adapted to M^Ck) constructed in 6.11. Set T

h:T - BP<2>

be dual to h,'.k

We proceed by induction on q with the hypothesis:

H(t): For qst*l there are spectra Xq and maps eq for qst so that

6.21 (a) - (d) hold. Additionally there are maps 

qst+1

so that for qst

, i _

0':X - Yq q q

, ---3q*i
♦ i

S — >  x ZK
0 . O' , O'q*l q*l q

i . P e

q* i

q*i q* i

q*i

-3— > y — -3— > z k  ,  q q*i

(6 .22)



is a commutative diagram of cofibration sequences. Finally

h lifts to X, ,.t+1
Now XQ is BP<2>and e0 is d0 :BP<2> - v E^P-els. Xj is defined

to be the fiber of eQ and setting iQ to be the identity gives 

e0i0 ” d0 ‘ So is true*

H(l) needs to be dealt with in a special manner. Define e} 

to fill in the following diagram of cofibrations, where the top 

square commutes because d^d^ * 0.

EBP<2>

d„

E V i ^ r ^ B P ^ —— > rv. .rq ^1+^BP<o>

-> Ev. .1
i.J

q(i*j) BP<0>

So by definition e ^  - dj. To get ejGJ - 0 ej, notice that

a - (*a©i ■°2ei)ii ■ el®i1r e2dl ■ dier e2di * 0
Thus the top square in the following diagram commutes defining g.

Evi2krqiBP<l>

el0i-®2el -> K„

BP<2> -> K.

If p:BP<2> H is the reduction map, then since p*:H*H ■* H*BP<2>
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is surjective and is a generalized Eilenberg MacLane spectrum, 

g factors as

P-61
BP<2> ------- 2— > h-Y 0 — 8----- > K2.

Define

ei * er g,opo:Yi  ̂k2

Notice that in the tower defining B(pk*l) given in theorem 6.6, 

ej can be replaced by e ^  since

'1*1 ' t V * ’*P0)1l ’ V l  ' dl*

This replacement may require adjustment of the higher e.'s but 

this can be done as in the original proof. So

eÌ°ì“02el * A'S'Po0 ! * û'g 'eÔPo “ * °-

To get the lifting of hj notice that GJohj lifts so

e2°el°hl " eio0i°hj * 0. T was chosen so that BP<0>*T -* HZ/p*T is

a monomorphism hence e^hj » 0 and hj lifts to h2:T ♦ X2 completi^

the verification of H(2).

Now assume H(t-l) with t*2.

V r V i  - Kl +1 such that st+i°
et ■ V i et6t :xt " < i

and let X^ + j be the fiber of e^.

Since t*li3 there is a map 

. is the identity. Set

Then by our induction hypothesis

V t  ■ V i W t  ■ sf i V t et t*l“t“t t*lut*lut ut 

which gives 6.21(c). To lift ht to notice that ©¿ht is a

lifting of l.h. Thus by 6.7 et©^ht ■ 0 so 0 » st+1et0tht » etht

and ht lifts. To get the diagram 6.22 we need to show
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commutes and then simply define ©* to satisfy 6.22. Since K .t+1 ' t+1

is an Eilenberg-MacLane spectrum it suffices to show ^  « et®t 

in cohomology. Lemma 6.20 indicates that it is sufficient to show

v w i *  ■ v ® t * et * and ht*et*°t-r ■ v ® t ‘v -  H°wever

°t.ietit - v ; it * ® f i dt-et1tet ■ ef i V dt®t * ° 

and an earlier argument showed e^h^ = 0 = e^© 'h .

Finally 6.21(d) follows from 6.6 since

( e f i ^ C K ^ . Z - O C f i ) . *

is injective. Q.E.D.



CHAPTER 7. A SPLITTING OF HOLII^ BP<2>aP

Let

(7.1)

be the inverse system of spectra constructed in [L] and [DM],

A corrected conjecture of [DM] is that there is an equivalence 

of spectra

where E* denotes the 2-adic completion of E. This was proved for 

n«l in [DM]. This chapter will prove the case n«2 and a generali

zation to all primes and is the result of joint work with D.M. Davis, 

D.C. Johnson, M. Mahowald, and S.Kegmann.

Consider the following constructions of [D] and [MP].

Let p be any prime and q«2(p-l). If B':Zp - U(p-l) is the reduced 

standard representation of Z , let 6 be the induced complex 

(p-l)-plane bundle over BZp . hTien restricted to BZ/p, p has sphere 

bundle equivalent to that of (p-l)X, where X is the canonical line 

bundle. Thus for any integer k, there is a map

where T( ) denotes the Thom spectrum. The spectra in 7.2 are

which is congruent to 0 or -1 mod q. H*L^ is the submodule of

holing P_kABP<n> * nk£Z Z2k'1BP<n-l>*

T(k(p-1)X) - T (kp) (7.2)

denoted L

each dimension 2 qk, while P^k has one cell of each dimension 2 qk

54
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classes of degree i k in i . ECx^FpCy*1] where |xl-l, |y|«2,

6x«-y, P y » (&)y ^  ^ . By 1.1 of [D] appropriate skeleta of

Lqk and Pqk are stably equivalent to stunted lens spaces and

stunted Bip's respectively. Thus there are compatible collapse maps

qk -> Lq(k*l)

J I
P __— Pqk q (k* i)

and by collapsing intermediate cells we define

L •  L . / l / ? ~ ^  n qk qk if qk<n

and
:qk

q(k+l)-l " qk' 

to obtain inverse systems.

L-q(k*l) L-qk-l - L-qk * * * " L0

P-q(k + l) "* P-qk-l ■* P-qk *  -  p0 '

If p=2 then Ln » Pn and they agree with the spectra of 7.1. 

Theorem 7.3

If p is any prime and q*2(p-l) then 

holing P_j.aBP<2> * nkfZ Ei,k*1BP<l>*

and

holimK L_kABP<2> = r2k_1BP<1>*.

In order to state some results of which theorem 7.3 will be a 

corollary we need to review the following material about p-series 

and formal group laws. Since BP<2>has a CP~ orientation in the 

sense of Part II of [Al], BP<2>„CP“is a free BP<2>. module on
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generators $i t BP<2>2.CP*\ iso and BP<2>*CP~ is the ring of formal

power series BP<2>.[[x]] where x generates BP<2>2CP*. If 

m:CP x CP ■* CP is the H-space multiplication for CP” then m*x

is a formal power series in two variables, m*x -  Z . .a. .x *x ^i,j ij 1 2

with aij £ BP<2>*" Then the formal group law for BP<2> is given by 

the formal sum

x *f y  - h , j  aijxiyj

Let [n](x) • [n-l](x) * p x where [l](x) « x. Then [p](x) • E ^ c V

is the p-series. The spectrum BP also has a CP~ orientation and 

hence a formal group law m*x = Z .  . b. .x^x,2 , b.. i BP.. The

reduction map p:BP -*• BP<2> induces a homomorphism of formal group 

laws. In particular if p.:BP. ■* BP<2>. is reduction mod (v^.v^,...,)

then a ^  « P.Cb^j) and lots of information about the formal group 

law for BP can be found in [Wi] and [H] amongst others.

Spectra CP^ for any integer k can be constructed from stunted 

complex projective spaces, in a manner similar to the construction 

of their real analogs P^, either as Thom spectra or using James 

periodicity.

Theorem 7,4

For all integers k there are cofibrations

L2k-1 - CPk Tk * EL2k-r

BP<2>.T^ and BP<2>.CP^ are free BP<2>. modules on generators 

c BP<2>2iT|c an<1 Bj « BP<2>2i^Pk' ****• ** cj * BP<2>. are
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defined by [p](x) - 1 .  then q.(0.) • 2. c . # . ^ ^

Theorem 7.5

For each integer k, there is a map of cofibrations

CP, aBP<2> ------------- - T aBP<2> ---- > EL,, ,aBP<2>* a 2k-1

g

V , E2lBP<2> 
iik*p -1

v. . E2lBP<2> lik viik I2iBP<l>

In cohomology g«(£xy1_1ei) « Zj ¿q C * pj(*2i-qj where G2i Benerates

h *e2ibp<i>.

Theorem 7.6

(a) For any integer i, there is a map E2i_1BP<l> ■* holing L kABP<2> 

such that for any integer k, the cohomology homomorphism induced

by the composite

I2i ^Pil» -* holim^L ^aBP<2> ■* L ^  jABP<2> 

sends xyl-1*(P-l)Je i to (.i)jpjc2i j.

(b) The maps of (a) induce an equivalence 

(v^t 2 I2i 1BP<1>)* ■* holim^L jtABP<2>.

(c) There is an equivalence

(vit2 i ^ ^ bpsi*)- - n.tZ I2i-1BP<1>\

(d) There are equivalences

nktZ rqk*1BP<l>* ♦ (v.t2 Eqi"1BP<l>)* - holin^P kABP<2>.
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Remark The p-completion in this theorem is the p-profinite 

completion of Sullivan [Su] and Margolis [M]. Notice that for 

spectra of finite type, p-profinite completion coincides with some 

of the more usual notions of p-completion. However v 2 I2*_1BP<1>

is not of finite type.

Proof of 7.4 Let H be the Hopf line bundle over CP°° and T the

Thom spectrum of i^H over CP“ and T * its 2k skeleton. There is 

a cofibration

L2k-1 _h_^ cpk-l _£_> t K ---# e l21*'1

2k-1where h is the canonical map and L denotes the skeleton of the 

lens space BZ/p. If q is made skeletal, the the mapping cone 

k-1MC(CP 

cofibrations

2k-2 2k-2•> T ) is ¿ L  so that a commutative diagram of

L2k'2 J U  cpk-l 2.L2k-2

2k-1

h ooCP
1

-9_o T 
I

---> ZL
I

h
l

CPk
l i

—  IL2k-

is obtained defining T^ when k>0. That BP<2>„(q) corresponds to 

the p-series is well known (see e.g. [Wi]) and follows from the

fact that the classifying map for 8~H is CP” 

which is used to define x+pX in BP<2>*CP- .

CP »CP CP

Let A^ denote the J-order of the Hopf bundle over CP , the 

Atiyah-Todd number ([AW]). If NïO (A^ ^  then there are
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J-triviali tâtions of the bundles j and NH^  ̂compatible with

the natural map between them ([AW].[KMT]). The identification of 

stunted lens spaces as Thom complexes shows that if N=0 (A^ 

there is a commutative diagram.

r 2N 2k-2 
1 L1

1 =
r^cPj'1

2N+2k-2 CP‘2N*1 w* N* 1

where these can be chosen compatibly as N and k are varied. Thus 

for k negative, T^ can be defined as the spectrum whose

(2k*2M)-skeleton t£*M satisfies

2N k*M u_,.2k*2M«-2N I T, • MC(L2k.1>M —  -::r>
if N=0 (Aĵ-J and k+N>0. Q.H.D.

Now we work toward the proof of 7.5. The generators of 

BP<2>„CP^ and BP<2>#T^ can be used to construct homotopy equivalences

hl:vi2k 1 BP<2>
t

S------- > CPk

. 1
S2  ̂aBP< 2> B Aid .

J > CPk

similarly h,:v.
'  2 1 2k E2lBP<2> ---> V

fact that v. £2i 12k BP<2> ‘ "iik r2ii

Id Am

J jTi-(p-l)j
to construct the following diagram which defines q 

-2i„„.,_ __________ ____________
Vi*k 1 BP<2> * vi2k 22iBP<2>

t t
E2lBP<2> cjAId > j-2i-(p-l)JBP<2>aBP<2> -Ï-» I2i'2 P̂'1^BP<2>

0

J
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Now

CP.aBP<2> k
qAl -̂> T, aBP<2> k

(7.7)

v.2k i2iBP<2> - a : Vi,k l2iBP<2>

commutes. Let q denote the restriction of q' to all but the first 

p“-l summands, and the cofibre of q. The map g in 7.5 will be

the induced map of cofibres once we have shown C, * v. , r2iBP<l>k 12k

and will be a BP<2> module map. Because of our theorem 4.5, in order 

to prove 7.S it suffices to prove:

Proposition 7,8

H*C^ ■ Z2iA//E1 as A modules with generators

satisfying the equation of 7.5.

Proof By the uniformity of the homomorphism q„ it suffices to 

consider k*0. Since hj in 7.7 is an equivalence, there is a 

commutative diagram of cofibrations,

v? ~ 2 r2l+1BP<2> 
1 * 0 -> V ? *2 r2l+1BP<2> 1*0

-> vi20 ^2i+lBP<2>IL_jABP<2>

C ------------- > v r2l + 1BP<2>.
U U p -1

The A module H*(Il ,aBP<2>) is generated by (xyJ'*01|jiO) with
' l •- i -  2relations Qo(ExyJ 1 01) ■ Qj(£xy^ p01) * Q^CExy^ p 01) where terms

are ignored (not set * 0) if the superscript of y is less than -1.
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Since k*(Z2i *t) * £y*01 (\ generates H*BP<2>), H*C0 is the

A module given by generators a,., i20 and relations Q„a,., = 0.a„.
21 x0 2i 1 2i-q

Q->a -> where a,. = g'CZxy1 *®1) and if n<0 then a is inter- 
2i-2p +2 21 n

preted to be zero.

An isomorphism ♦ of the above presentation of H*Cq with 

©i 2 0 I2iA//E1 is given by

*(a2i> * r}iiP'1) t - » i p i c 2 i - y

In order to verify that » is well defined one uses

PjQ.-Q.P-* « Q. ,P^'P u  H i * l

to show that *(Q0a,.) * *(Q,a2i _) - <HQ-,a , ). That * is
q 2 2i-2p +2

an isomorphism follows by a counting argument or by checking that

C2i * a2i-qj is an inverse- Q.E.D.

The proof of theorem 7.6 depends on the following result 

of [W].

Theorem 7,9 ([5.6;W])

If X is a spectrum of finite type and {Y^} is an inverse system 

of spectra each of finite type, then there is a spectral sequence 

converging strongly to [X.holim^] with E2 - ExtA (colimkH*Yk ,H*X) .

Proof of theorem 7,6 Let A denote the A module colim^H'fL k),

k - 1Ak the submodule of classes of degree 2 k, and A the quotient 

A/A^. It follows from 7.9 that there is an Adams spectral sequence

with
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I

E*'1 • Ext*'t(A8A//E2.r2i-1V / E 1)

.21-1,converging to [I BP<l>,holim^L_^ABP<2>], The homomorphism 

sending xy1* (p' !81 to (-1)jE2i_1pji and y1 + (P'^i to

( - D j * K 2 i - l  DjPJi gives an element y .  of E?’® which when restricted

to ExtA ° ^ û2k-i®A//E‘.E2i W / E 1) for any k is the cohomology 

homomorphism induced by restriction to I2i-1BP<1> of the map 

g:C^ -* Ê ”2k- iABp<2> of 7.5. (To see that this is A linear, one

verifies that the analogous morphism A •* I2i‘1A//E1 is E2 linear 

hence extends to A8 "* E A//E and then uses the A isomorphism

A//E20a - A0 y*.)
E

Because Ext * *1 (A 2k‘ 20A//E2,E2i ' 1A//E1)-ExtS * 1 (A2k'2,I2i‘ V / E 1) -0

if t-s 2 2k-2i»2s(p -1), one uses the long exact sequence of Ext 

groups associated to 0 -* A, 

restriction
2k- 1

. .2k-2 „ ,•* A ■* A ■* 0 to see that the

pi,,k :ExtA t^ eA//E2'1*1 1/v//e1) •* Ext*,t(A2k ieA//E2,r2i'1A//E1)

is injective in the same range and an isomorphism if
2t 2 2k-2i*(2p -1)(s+1). Now suppose that d^y^) * 0 in the Adams 

spectral sequence converging to [ Z 2i'JBP<1>,holim^L kABP<2>].

Choose k < i-(p2-l)r. Then pT’5'1 is injective.1 # K

Hence dr(p?’g ) * 0  in the Adams spectral

.
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sequence converging to [I2l_1BP<l>,L_2k a BP<2>] contradicting

the assertion that is the cohomology homomorphism induced

by a map. Hence we get a map I2i-1BP<1> •* holing L kABP<2> whose

cohomology effect is as required in 7.6(a).

The maps of 7.6(a) give a map f, :v. r2i" 1BP<l>-*holim, L .aBP<2>.1 1<Z k -k
For each k, let pk denote the map holing L k*BP<2> •* L.,k jABP<2>.

These maps are compatible with the maps of the inverse system.

Since each L2k_jABP<2> has finite homotopy groups and hence is 

p-complete, there are compatible maps

(pkfl} :(VitZ - L2k-1ABP<2>

and hence a map

f:{VitZ r21"1 BP<1>)‘ ■" holio^L aBP<2>.

The term of the Adams spectral sequence converging to 

(^2k-jABP<2>) will be calculated by minimal resolution in

lemma 7.11. The result is

Pplo-Z/rP't

where o, q0 «q2 and have bidegrees (s,t) equal to (2,0), (1,1), 
2(l,2p -1) and (0,2k-l-*qi) respectively. The diagram below

illustrates the situation when p=3 where dots indicate F andP
vertical segments indicate multiplication by q^.

. . I I
*0 °«0 gl ogl *2 ° z 2 Kj °g3 g4

I
-► t - S
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Since all nonzero elements are in even stems and differentials 

decrease stem by 1 there are no differentials so that this chart 

also represents "„(L^^jaBP<2>) with vertical segments corresponding

to multiplication by p.

As noticed earlier in this thesis, the E2 term of the Adams 

spectral sequence for computing tt̂ BP«!* is given by the ring 

FpCV ^  where qQ and qj have bidegrees (1,1) and (l,2p-l)

respectively. Again there is nothing in the even stems so no 

differentials and we have a presentation of n„BP<l>. The calculation 

of induced homomorphisms of minimal resolutions in lemma 7.11 

will show that the Ext homomorphism induced by a map

is cofinal in {1T2j - 1 ̂ -2k-1 A®F<2>) | k-~) for any j. Because we are

f : j-2k- l+qm+2r|BP<1> -* L2k-1aBP<2>

with Osrsp-1 and cohomology effect as in 7.6(a) is

Let denote the abelian group with generators 6̂  for Osism 

and relations p^m Then the Adams spectral sequence(m-i)(p*l)

calculation of the precet̂ iiî  paragraph shows

Gm " ,'2j-l(L2j-l-q(m(p*l)-l)ABP<2>) 

where corresponds to q2*g(m- t) (p* 1) -1 ' Hence the inverse syst

aBP<2>)

Hence the inverse system

using profinite completion, "2j - l ^ vitZ ^  ’ 1bp< 1»)*) is a direct 

product of copies of the p-adic integers with generators a^.
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which by 7.10 map to B. (plus possibly elements of higher filtration) 

under the homomorphism

w2j-l«Vi«Z - »2j-l(L.2k-lABP<2>i * Gm
(for appropiate k).

These induce an isomorphism into the inverse limit which proves 

7.6(b).

To prove 7.6(c) notice that there are maps

(v. , E2l_1BP<l>)- ■* Z2ln'1BP<l>* it Z
whose product

(v.£Z i 2i_1bp< i>)* -* nif2 e 2i*1bp<i>*

is an isomorphism in homotopy.

To prove 7.6(d) notice that the first equivalence follows 

exactly as in the previous paragraph. To prove the second 

equivalence we use the composite

(vi£Z Iql*1BP<l>)“ - (v.£Z Z2l-1BP<1>)* - holim^L_^a BP<2>

■» holim^P^ABP<2>

Calculations similar to those above indicate that this composite 

is an isomorphism in homotopy. Q.E.D.

Lemma 7.11

(a) The E., term of the Adams spectral sequence converging to 

n.(L2 k l ABP<2>) is

t o t r L r t / r P - *

(b) If f:E2^" 1*qn’*‘'rBP< 1> -* jABP<2> with 0sr<p-l has the effect

k-l*(q/2)m*r*(p-l)jel tQin cohomology of sending xy
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then the induced Ext homomorphism is

, ,r2k-l*qm+2r i n .  Jc
f«(r > ■ V

‘’V ^ V p n if m^pn 

else

Proof It suffices to consider the case k«0 of L2k 1aBP<2>.

H*(IL_jABP<2>) splits over A into a direct sum of (p-1) isomorphic 

(up to grading) A modules. The bottom summand S has generators z^,i20 

with | zi | « qi and relations ■ Q2Zi-p-l where ter“s

with negative subscripts are ignored. We shall show that a

homomorphism f:S •* Ei,mA//E1 sending z . to (-l)^P^ for jiO inducesm*j

f#:ExtA (I^niA//E^,Z/p) ■* ExtA (S,Z/p) as in the case r»0 of the lemma.

A minimal resolution (•C.d) of A//E1 is ASFptUg.Uj] where

u0lUln has degree i*(q*l)n in C.+n and

d(uo V >  ■ t y V ' V  ♦ Qi8uoiu i n' 1
(terms are ignored if an exponent is negative). A minimal 

resolution of S is A®F^(w^,w2,z] where w^ w^^z has degree

(q*l)i*(qp*q*l)j*qk in and

diw^w^zS - -Q1««1i'1»»2J*k ♦ Q0«t'ii-lw2J*k*1

-Q2*“1^ w2jlzk * Q 1*“1iw2j l l k *P*

Using the relation P ^ - Q ^  ■ Qi + 1p^*P one verifies that the 

homomorphism f is covered by the homomorphism of minimal resolutions 

w1iw2J,-i-pJ*k M (.l)kpk#u0iu1i. (7.12)
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Apply Hom( ,2/p) to these minimal resolutions, naming the dual

to u ^ u ^  as q ^ q ^  and the dual to w ^ w ^ x *  as q0iq2j8k + i- This

naming is consistent with the Yoneda action of qQ on these Ext groups. 

The dual of 7.12 is 7.11(b) O.E.D.
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